
Good To Know!
Second Quarter 2021 Newsletter

    Our newsletter is intended to help
you think about your own finances
and make better decisions, based on
our advice for our clients in their
lives right now.  
    You'll see that we changed
the format and software for our
newsletter. If the appearance is not
correct on your device or email
provider, pls let us know here.
    If this newsletter arrived in your
junk mailbox, click "add us to your
address book" in the footer below.

Want To Invest Sustainably?
The Kansas City Star published my article on sustainable investing, with a
helpful recap of possible approaches. About a third of my clients incorporate
sustainable investing. Read Down to business sustainably here.

Weaver Financial 2nd Quarter 2021

Let’s Do The Numbers 
    In a nutshell in the 2nd quarter both bonds and stocks moved up
substantially. The economy and earnings rebounded. Click on the video above
to hear full details or skim the CliffNotes version here.
    U.S. large companies surged 9%. Small company stocks rose 4%. Stocks
overseas increased 4%. Interest rates dropped back down in the quarter,
popping prices 2%.
    Leisure and hospitality opened up as the U.S. covid19 vaccination rate
approached herd immunity goals. Yet the economy still struggled with supply
chain issues and labor market constraints. 
    Inflation is surging as the economy responds to the awakening consumer
flush with cash. The Federal Reserve governors label it “transitory” which some
pros question. The Fed continues to provide stimulus: low interest rates, bond
purchases.
    U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) grew 6% in the first quarter, and is
forecast to grow 11% in the second quarter and end 2021 at an astonishing 7%
overall. Why? Corporate earnings are forecast to grow 64% this quarter from
2Q 2020, last year’s low point. 
    What’s happening overseas? Europe just started re-opening, but is hard
pressed with a new covid variant. GDP there is projected to grow 4.5% this
year. 
    Our stock market remains fully valued at 21.5 times forecast earnings. Pros
seem split, predicting a bull market ahead of us, or a trending sideways phase,
or an imminent bear market. When the data is messy, when we’re in uncharted
waters, forecasts are even more unpredictable.
    We know that bond interest rates are at unprecedented lows. We know that
stocks are a decent hedge against inflation based on the past. Economic growth
from the other advanced countries is 35%; we are only 25%. So we rely on
known strategies, diversifying the investment portfolios while incorporating the
known changes we see.

On  KCUR Up-To-Date radio show

Trying to balance the pull to spend with the caution to save?

I and another financial planner with the Financial Planning Association
discuss inflation and the reopening economy, with guest host Brian Ellison
and producer Danie Alexander. Here’s the archive: Smart Money Experts. 

TWO CPAs ARE IN A BAR.....
 

   Actually it was at First Watch, and yes we had our "pocket-pen
holders" on, with tax forms on the table. We CPAs love nothing more
than a rare tax find! Thanks, Bob.
   If you pay taxes to Missouri, and if you give to Harvesters,
you can claim a tax credit up to $2,500! Same for gifts to any in-state
food pantry there, homeless shelter, or soup kitchen. The credit is
50% of the gift amount. If all claims exceed $1.75M, Missouri
prorates/reduces the credit. Tell your CPA it's tax form MO-FPT.

Resource Tip:
Q: Want information and
motivation for your personal
financial plan? Here's a weekly
favorite I seldom miss.

A: Morningstar's Investing

Insights podcast segues from
basic financial planning tips, to
detailed new investment
ideas. Subscribe here. 
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